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Amusement Park in Coomera, QLDDreamworld is Australia's most popular theme

park—a world of happiness including 50 rides and attractions, as well as wildlife

within eight different worlds. Among the many attractions, Dreamworld has the

tallest and fastest thrill rides in Australia, as well as precincts dedicated to

DreamWorks™ and The Wiggles™, offering fun for people of every age. Dreamworld

is also home to Tiger Island, the world's largest interactive tiger facility.Big 9 Thrill

Rides: Dreamworld is home to the BIGGEST and FASTEST thrill rides in the country!

The Big 9 Thrill Rides include the Giant Drop, Tail Spin, The Buzz Saw, The Claw,

Tower of Terror II, The Wipeout, Pandamonium, The Cyclone and Mick Doohan's

Motocoaster.Tiger Island is the largest interactive tiger facility in the world,

featuring 11 of the big cats, Tiger Island has become an integral contributor to

worldwide conservation of tigers in the wild. Funds raised from in-person

experiences including tiger photos, tiger walks and tiger feeding, are valuable

contributors to this cause and offer a truly once-in-a-lifetime experience for all who

take part.Dreamworld Corroboree is the newest world: an interactive walk-through

experience celebrating Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture, wildlife and

stories. The new world delivers a memorable and authentic connection with all that                                                page 1 / 2



is Australia.DreamWorks™ Precinct opened in early 2012. This is the only official

Australian residence of famous DreamWorks™ movie characters.Wiggles World is a

world of wiggly magic for families to enjoy every day of the year - the only one in

the world.Dreamworld is conveniently located at the northern end of Queensland's

popular Gold Coast, just minutes from the Coomera Railway Station (part of the

Brisbane-Gold Coast rail link).
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